San Luis Water manages the province's water
resources, which are the environmental heritage
of all San Luis people.
We deal with the integrated management
and administration of the provincial raw water
and water infrastructure such as dams, aqueducts,canals, public wells and boreholes.
In San Luis Water, we work based on the premise
of ensuring quality service in the distribution of
raw surface water and groundwater, ¬promoting
in addition a new water usage culture that
revolves around awareness and education. Also,
with the
help of the water police, we inspect and grant
allotments of ships sailing our dams; we record
our users water consumption, and control
connections in order to continue improving
production levels in the province.

Contact us
Capital Building Administrative Ofﬁce, ground ﬂoor.
Terrazas del Portezuelo. San Luis Capital.
@sanluisagua
sanluisaguase
www.sanluisagua.com.ar
0800 345 2963

SAN LUIS NOS UNE

Water: Strategic Planning
Water is the axis of sustainable development; its
availability depends on the sustainability of the
current growth ¬and the future possibilities for San
Luis people.
San Luis has few natural water reserves, depending
mainly on rainfall to increase the wellbeing and the
agricultural, energy and industrial potential ¬of the
province.
For over more than 30 years, the provincial government has implemented a set of water policies that
set a real Water Revolution ¬in motion, through a
series of works for the smart storage¬ and distribution of the water resource.
San Luis model, applied to the smart water management, has a daily effect of greater social, productive, tourist, economic and cultural development,
by conceiving water as the guiding framework of
all activities.

Dams: a unique policy in the
country
Over more than three decades, we have been
working in the construction of great water storage
and distribution works.
Currently the province of San Luis has a total of 20
dams that constitute a reservoir system that
responds to a strategic planning applied to the
whole map of the province.
This raw water storage system ensures water
availability for future generations¬. Today, San Luis
is the Argentinean province with the largest
number of reservoirs in the country.
The 20 dams make San Luis to exceed 465 hm3 of
water stored.
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